ESTABLISHMENT OF OUT TOKYO SALES HEAD OFFICE
We established the Tokyo sales head office in Nihonbashihamacho, Tokyo on February 16, 2015 to
proceed supports and correspondences to our users quickly on reaching our upcoming 100th anniversary
in 2016. Also, we renamed our Yokohama Branch to Kanto Branch, Osaka Branch to Kansai Branch and
Sendai Sales Office to Tohoku Branch.
At the Tokyo sales head office, we sell the production/processing equipment for the extensive types
of industry such as frozen food, delicatessen, confectionery & bakery, pet food, chemical products,
medicinal supply etc. focusing to the customers in the Metropolitan area.
We promise to meet customers as much as possible directly and push on with our slogans “the
company which can solve the problems that customers have” and “the company which customers are
easy to consult”.
All officers and staffs refreshed our determination and will try for development of the company
business and solve the problems of the customers. We will greatly appreciate your continuous support
and encouragement.
[Tokyo Sales Head Office]
8F NSK Nihonbashihamacho Bldg.
2‐29‐1 Nihonbashihamacho,
Chuo‐ku, Tokyo 103‐0007
Tel: +81‐3‐5623‐3466
Fax: +81‐3‐5695‐9511
● To NSK Nihonbashihamacho Bldg, access from the Toei Shinjuku Line “Hamacho Station” is the
most convenient. It takes 3‐minute walk from A2 exit of “Hamacho Station”.

▲ Yanagiya Tokyo sales head oﬃce
8F NSK Nihonbashihamacho Bldg

▲ A er the first joint mee ng between Tokyo sales head oﬃce and Kanto branch

Broadcasted in 33 TV stations

#8 "Imitation Crab Meat Processing Equipment"
goes around the world!
～ From Kamaboko shop to manufacturing company ～
Production: Yamaguchi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.
Cooperation: MEXT, Organization for Small & Medium Enterprises and Regional Innovation, JAPAN

Power of Japan
Yanagiya was introduced by a new TV program “NIPPON NO CHIKARA
(Power of Japan)” of the MINKYOKYO (Commercial Broadcasting Education
Association).
This TV program is educational documentary program that learn the local
history and culture through the attractive industries and draw the ways
to the Japanese technology and the local creation.
KRY Yamaguchi Broadcasting Co., Ltd. chose Yanagiya among many
genres and shot our daily business for 4 months from February to May.

[Postscript]
Mr. Yasuo Tamura,
Director of KRY Yamaguchi Broadcasting Co., Ltd.

Yanagiya was selected “Global Niche Top
Companies Selection 100” from Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry. Yanagiya is the company which
was full of a niche market with Imitation Crab Meat
Processing Equipment and Japan should be proud of.
Yanagiya becomes famous of Imitation Crab Meat Processing
Equipment but their manufacturing does not remain only to it. They
produce many kinds of machine such as machines to make Kamaboko,
Tofu, omelet and the dryer for Nori (Seaweed Laver) knew that myself
was usually taken care of Yanagiya’s machines very much.
Also, they are always trying to produce the machines of “world’s
largest”, “world’s first”, “Japan’s first”, etc.
The manufacturing to the demand of the customers with spending
much time is the superior point of Yanagiya. I think their guts and energy
are put into their manufacturing. I cannot help feeling their challenging
spirit. I must keep an eye on Yanagiya accomplishing a change not to be
seized with the past and who continues challenging.
At last, thank you very much for cooperation our shooting for this TV
program while I was supported by “presence” of Yanagiya staff who is
used to coverage, I could shoot Yanagiya for 4 months.

Interview to the president, Mr. Yanagiya by Joint Reserch Society on Value
Creation in Marnufacturing Industry. (September, 2014)
As for this joint reserch society, accross the society and the specialized field,
various reseachers and businessmen cooperate widely, and study to find new
business models.

THE 18TH UDDEVALLA SYMPOSIUM 2015
Prof. Makoto Hirano of Shibaura Institute of Tech‐
nology Graduate School of Engineering Management
introduced about YANAGIYA at University of Southern
Denmark.
▲ Soenderborg, Denmark

"After My Presentation"
Comment from Prof. Hirano

I visited YANAGIYA in last autumn, and I was impressed with management policies
of Mr. Yanagiya very much. I had wanted to write some papers and transmit it to Japan
and the world. This time, my paper about the management of YANAGIYA was accepted
by the international conference, and it was decided that I could make a presentation.
This conference started 18 years ago as a pioneer‐like international conference of the
innovation study led by University of Southern Denmark. This year it was held at the
campus of University of Southern Denmark in Soenderborg, Denmark for 3 days from
June 11 to 13. 200 reserchers who gethered from all over the world exchanged discussions
mainly on the main theme of this year, ʺRegional activation in the globalizationʺ.
I introduced the business of YANAGIYA which became famous as the development
▲ At the campus of University of
and
production of Imitation Crab Meat Processing Equipment, and presented what
Southern Denmark
YANAGIYA was superior as one role model for a local medium and small‐sized business to play an active in globalization.
In this conference, there were specialists in economic geography, regional policies and so on. They debeted about possibility that
native distric consiousness and the feelings of solidarity of local people are tied to commitment and the feelings of involvment by
synergy with the entrepreneurship. My presentation receive a high evaluation as ʺvery interesting exampleʺ of company activity
to lead to regional economy activation.
The conference was held in family feeling. The dinner for participants was at the lodge of the reverside, and the thought of the
sponsor who was going to have participants of the world feel the good European local city. At the end of the conference, all
participants were reluctant to leave, shaked hands and left the place for the conference.
▼ Dinner for participants

The 900th Anniversary of KAMABOKO

Introduction of the history of Kamaboko and
the long‐established Kamaboko manugacturers
"History of Kamaboko & Kamaboko Day"
A word of ʺKamabokoʺ was written in an old literature in the
Heian era (794‐1192). In this literature, it is written about the
celebration dishes for the nobility and drawn its picutures.
Also, on the festival on Nov. 15 for children for 3, 5 and 7 years
of age, there was a custom to prepare Kamaboko to celebrate
the growth of children in old days.
Therefore, The Japan Kamaboko Association set 1115 with the year
when Kamaboko was born and Nov. 15 with the day of Kamaboko.

"Industrialization of Kamaboko
& organization of The Japan Kamaboko
Association"
This year, it is the memorable year of 900 years of
counting from 1115. However, it is recent 100 years
that Kamaboko developed as the industry in the
The 1st chairman of Kamaboko Association,
Mr. Gonroku Kotani
long Kamaboko history. The start of the
industrialization is that the fishery method by the He is also one of the founder of DAITORA KAMABOKO.
appearance of the trawlers in 1904 changed. Mr.
Torakichi & Gonroku Kotani who are the founders of
DAITORA KAMABOKO repeated their trail
manufactures with unfamiliar fishes which were
caught by the trawl net fishery at the East China Sea,
DAITORA KAMABOKO
and they made Kamaboko as good as the traditional
located in Osaka
Kamaboko with Guchi (white crooker). After that,
Founded in 1876
many Kamaboko manufactureres started using this
http://www.daitora.co.jp/
kind of fish. Also the mechanization of the Kamaboko
production advanced rapidly. Mr. Motosuke Yanagiya (the founder of
YANAGIYA) developed Grinding Kneader. 1925‐1942 is the golden days of the
Kamaboko industry before the World War II. The war decreased fishing boats and
fishes as the raw material of Kamaboko. The production amount of Kamaboko
also decreased sharply, and the small shops disappeared.
The Japan Kamaboko Association was established in 1940 because the Japanese
government announced the price control law and rationed the goods. Taking
advantage of this, the interchange of manufacturers in the country began, and
solidarity was generated. Mr. Gonroku Kotani of DAITORA KAMABOKO
became the first chairman of this association, gathered it up as one organization.
His contribution helped for the development of today’s Kamaboko industry a lot.
Today, the Japan Kamaboko Association supports the Kamaboko study, issues
the Kamaboko newspaper, and holds the Kamaboko exhibition, summer school and winter school.

SHIKI KAMABOKO HONTEN
located in Fukuoka
Founded in 1850
http://www.shikikama.co.jp

SHIKI KAMABOKO HONTEN located in Okawa City, Fukuoka founded in
1850, and celebrates its 165th anniversary this year. The late Mrs. Shidzue Shiki
devised Saiku (ornamental) Kamaboko picture.
In 1912, Shidzue exhibited a work at Kamaboko exhibition for the first time.
Participants stared in surprised and spoke very highly of her work.
Since then, she had exhibited her new Kamaboko pictures which were modeled
the pictures of some famous Japanese painters at Kamaboko exhibition every year.
She also made a presentation work in celebration of the marriage of the Crown
Prince in 1959.
Her passion and unique technique were inherited by her niece and the factory
manager of these days. Today, only her niece can make Saiku Kamaboko with this
technique.ake Saiku Kamaboko with this technique.
KANMO
located in Tokyo
Founded in 1688
http://www.hanpen.co.jp

The founder of KANMO came to Tokyo from Kansai,
and opened a shop in Nihonbashi of the present location of
KANMO in 1688. They have been particular about materials
and manufacturing methods to keep on keeping the
traditional taste, and continued making products carefully
and heartily.
Also, they have been introduced by TV, magazines and
newspapers, and are one of long‐established Kamaboko shops.
Redevelopment is going ahead through Nihonbashi Muromachi area where
KANMO is located as the National Strategic Special Zone. To reproduce turnout
of ex‐Nihonbashi, the design of the Japanese taste is put for decoration, and some
long‐established and well‐known shops were invited to this redevelopment area.

Cooperative Company of YANAGIYA

<Profile of Shigeru Iwamoto>

Representative of JAPAN TOOL SERVICE LTD
(former Moscow Branch Manager of MITSUI & CO)

Shigeru Iwamoto

Letter from Moscow

"Food Situation in Russia"
“Japanese Cheese products have
good business chances in Russia!”
For Russia, Ukraine has been a big hindrance since Russia annexed
Crimea in last March. Europe, America and Japan continue economic
sanctions for Russia. Specifically, they regulate the export of equipment
and machinery to Russia. On the other hand, Russia prohibits the import
of food products from Europe.
For example, the cheese from France and Denmark are not found in
almost all shops in Russia. It seems that Russian people does not buy
cheese made in Russia so much, but they only look at the price tags of
cheese made in Europe that sometimes lines up the shops, which is sold
3‐4 times as usual. Therefore, the Japanese cheese and cheese products
which are not the target of the import restriction may be marketable.
The following pictures are taken the cheese section of a supermarket
in Moscow. Most of displayed cheeses are made in Russia. On the price
tag, cheese made in Russia is written 239 rubles and cheese made in
Switzerland is written 1959 rubles. It’s shown how cheese made in Russia
is cheap.

← The cheese made in
Switzerland is 8
times expensive as
the cheese made
in Russia.

The Camembert product is particulary
in short supply. (The photo is an image.)

“No Oden in Russia”
As I reported before, Imitation Crab Meat products are sold widely,
but there is no Oden menu in Japanese restaurants and/or supermarkets
in Russia.
To familiarize Oden widely, the production of products such as
Kamaboko, Chikuwa, Hampen and so on is indispensable, moreover, I
think that good promotion makes Oden widely available in Russia.
Since some Tofus made in Korea are sold in Russia, there may be
demand for Tofu made in japan in Russia. I think the potential demand
for Japanese foods are big.

Born in 1946
Entered MITSUI & CO. in 1970
Assumed Moscow Branch Manager of MITSUI
in 2000
Established JAPAN TOOL SERVICE LTD. in 2004
His hobby is playing the contrabass.

<Quick break>
International Tchaikovsky Competition held every 4 years in Moscow was
held this year. This is one of 3 major music competition of the world. The
examinations of Piano, Violin, Cello and Vocal were carried out in June‐July.
The traditional of the classic music in Russia is very wide that cannot
compare to Japan. The tickets of concerts except for the ballet are relatively
cheap.

“Plum wine more popular than Japanese green tea”
There was a period when Japanese green tea seemed to become
popular in Russia, but it seems to have a hard fight in Russia which
is used to taste of Chinese tea such as the jasmine tea. The sale of
individual products is not connected with directly with the boom of
Japanese foods. As for Sake, the plum wine in Japan is popular and
sold a lot. It established the position in Russia as new alcoholic
beverages.

“Admiration to Japanese dishes”
Russian people are interested in
Japanese history and culture, and
the tour to Japan is popular, too.
Above all, interest in Japanese
foods is very high. There are many
restaurants which are written
“Japanese restaurant”.
However, almost Japanese
restaurants just serve the rolled
Sushi which they bought from somewhere, dress Asian cooks who looks
like Japanese Happi coats, and cook Sushi with Sushi robot. Only a
several restaurants employ Japanese cooks.
It is caused by the fact that profit does not match because it costs
personnel expenses too much.

Regulation of the government
for cooking raw fish becomes severe.
It is said that Sushi is dangerous
food.
The pure Japanese dishes are
admiration for Russian people but
the customers of the Japanese
restaurants in Russia decreases
sharply due to their economic reason.

